
The Royal Liver Building’s

Christmas 
Light Show



Christmas Light Show

Rudolph

Suddenly, a dark shape swoops round 
- is that a red nose we can see blinking 
in the darkness?
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Saint Nicholas

It becomes clear this is Santa Claus as 
the façades turn into a giant Christmas 
hat, topped with a fluffy pom-pom.

Tied with a Ribbon
As quickly as he arrived, Santa leaves 
again, with a bundle of gifts left in
his wake to be discovered in the 
morning light of Christmas day.
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Snowy Sky

We open with a soft snowfall all 
around us, signalling that winter  
is here and it is Christmas season.

Silent Night
Bertie and Bella take their places  
as the Angels at the top of the  
Christmas Tree.

O’Christmas Tree
The tree slowly comes alive, 
twinkling and winking in the 
darkness, a sea of green, gold 
and red.

13th - 30th December 
6pm & 7pm

25th - 26th December 
5pm, 6pm & 7pm



The world’s leading real estate advisor, CBRE, has been active within Liverpool for over 100  
years. We are a team of experienced professionals committed to delivering excellence on a range 
of projects. 

CBRE is responsible for delivering the redevelopment of the Royal Liver Building, repositioning 
the iconic landmark as a destination for both work and leisure. This will include new office space, 
a coffee shop, bar, gym and the RLB360 visitor attraction. The architectural lighting will form part 
of the legacy and represents just some of the signifcant investment that will see the iconic building 
open its doors to the public for the first time. 

Simon Hepple, Director for the National Building Consultancy team in Liverpool, commented:
 
“On behalf of real estate investment manager Corestate Capital Group and as trusted custodians 
of the future of this enduring symbol of Liverpool’s history, we have drawn on the expertise of our 
multi-disciplined colleagues alongside our strategic partners to deliver a visionary and majestic  
office building for the 21st century. This is a hugely signifcant and exciting project for us and one  
on which we are extremely proud to be instructed. 

“The new lighting experience is a vital part of the repositioning of the building. We hope that it 
will bring joy to visitors to the city, serving as a location to meet, enhancing the waterfront and 
promoting the Royal Liver Building and Pier Head as a desirable destination to work and visit.” 

   

www.cbre.co.uk 
  
Find us on Social Media:  

  @Royalliver1911 
  @CBRE_Liv / @CBRE_UK 


